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Abstract— A capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer
(cMUT) is typically fabricated by concatenation of several cMUT
cells with identical physical dimensions. If the membrane thickness is kept fixed, the radius of the cMUT determines the center
frequency of operation. A smaller radius implies a greater center
frequency. Therefore, it should be possible to put cMUTs with
different sizes in parallel to get a larger bandwidth at the expense
of gain. In this study, we investigate the optimization of the
bandwidth characteristics of a cMUT by using mixed size cells.
We designed two mixed size cMUT arrays with a predicted
optimized fractional bandwidth value of about 155% at 5.4 MHz,
and 146% at 8.8 MHz. These values are about 55% and 58%
better than what can be achieved with a uniform size array at the
corresponding center frequencies. There is almost no loss in the
gain bandwidth product when two different sized cMUTs are used
in parallel. There is about 9% increase in gain bandwidth product
when three different sized cMUTs are used in parallel. It is
shown, in this study, that gain bandwidth product and bandwidth
can be enhanced by use of mixed size cMUT cells.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Optimization of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) has been an ongoing research effort for over a
decade. cMUTs were developed as an alternative to piezoelectric transducers [1]- [3]. The current research includes many
aspects of cMUTs [4], [5]. Typically, the top electrode is a
metal-coated Si3 N4 and the bottom electrode is a highly doped
silicon substrate [6]. A DC bias voltage applied between top
and bottom electrode pulls the membrane towards the substrate
due to electrostatic attraction. If a biased cMUT membrane is
subject to a varying ultrasonic pressure field, the membrane
motion generates AC detection currents [7].
The gain bandwidth product is one of the critical performance measures [8]. Its optimization is essential for the
improvement in transducer characteristics. On the other hand,
fractional gain bandwidth product permits one to analyze and
compare the performance of cMUTs operating at different
frequencies. It is defined as gain bandwidth product divided
by the center frequency. The center frequency is defined as the
arithmetic average of lower and upper 3-dB corner frequencies.
In this study, mixed cMUT (m-cMUT) arrays are developed,
analyzed and compared with uniform cMUT cell arrays when
water is the immersion medium.
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Fig. 1. Electrical equivalent circuit of a receive mode cMUT with zero
electrical spurious capacitance. S is the area, Zm is the mechanical impedance
of the membrane. Za is the acoustic impedance of the immersion medium.

II. M ETHOD
In the receive mode, the membrane is DC biased, and the
displacement of membrane results in a current and voltage
change. This voltage change is directly proportional to the
area of the membrane. With a bias voltage adjusted at 90% of
the collapse voltage, we have calculated and superimposed the
voltage induced at the electrical resistance, Rs , due to each
cMUT cell in the array and calculated the transducer gain as
the ratio of the power delivered to electrical load and the power
available from the acoustic source.
Due to the fabrication technique of cMUTs, all cells within
an array should have the same membrane thickness (tm ) and
the same gap height (tg ). In a m-cMUT, the cells may have
varying radii (a). It is known that the collapse voltage of the
cMUT is inversely proportional to the square of the radius
[3]. Hence, the collapse voltages of different sized cells will
not be the same. On the other hand, it is desirable to operate
the cMUTs very close to the collapse voltage to maximize
performance [6]. Since all cMUT cells within an array are
electrically parallel, we should find a method to equalize the
collapse voltages of different sized cells: If the electrodes on
different sized cMUT cells are properly dimensioned, it is
possible to equalize the collapse voltages. The collapse voltage
of each cMUT cell is found analytically [10], [11].
We chose to work with two and three different sized cells to
form the m-cMUT array. The number of cells of each kind is
optimized to get a flat frequency response over the bandwidth.
For the simulation of each cell, we have used the Mason
equivalent of a cMUT as drawn in Fig. 1. The spring softening
effect is included in the model [8] via −C in Fig. 1. Za is the
acoustic impedance of water. Imaginary part of the immersion
medium impedance is ignored. We have connected different
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sized cMUT cells in parallel as seen in Fig. 2, to an electrical
resistance, Rs , the value of which is optimized to reach the
largest gain bandwidth product. We calculate the values of
each parameter of cMUT: Zm , C, S, n, seen in Fig. 1 via
analytical formulas.
Zm is the mechanical impedance of the membrane as
defined in [1], and corrected in [8]. The parallel capacitance
is calculated via differential parallel plate approximation as in
[1]. S is the area of the circular membrane.
The transformer ratio, n, is modelled to reflect partial
electrode case. Finite element (FEM) simulations inspired a
better model than open and short circuit methods to calculate
the transformer ratio of partial electrode cMUTs .

where K is the lumped correction factor we introduced from
the FEM comparison.
It is possible to divide the radius into infinitesimally small
regions and to calculate C and E in Eq. 1. Then we can
multiply and add to calculate transformer ratio for static
case. However, in Eq. 2, we need to calculate the membrane
impedance of the infinitely small pieces to sum to find n. To
avoid unnecessary algebra, we propose a multiplier K as in Eq.
2. We found that, this factor, K, is nearly constant around 0.58
± 0.05. K is found from comparison of the analytical results
with FEM results. Fig. 3 displays the open circuit method,
corrected short circuit method, and FEM (ANSYS) results
of transformer ratio in partial electrode case for a = 50µm,
tm = 3µm, and tg = 0.25µm.

A. Open Circuit Method for Calculation of n
Electrode Radius vs. transformer ratio
a = 50 − t = 3 − t = 0.25 um K = 0.58

In this method, it is assumed that the acoustic impedance of
the immersion medium is so large that the average membrane
velocity is zero [2]. As a result, when a varying force (FAC )
is superimposed on the membrane, the effective gap does not
change. The calculation of the force is made from this static
analysis. As found in [2],
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is reached.
It is imperative to restrict the application of this method to
full electrode transformer ratio calculation, since for partial
electrode this calculation leads to an error as seen in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of turns ratio (n) calculation methods at 5.5 MHz,
a = 50µm, tm = 3µm and tg = 0.25µm
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Electrical equivalent circuit of m-cMUT array in receive mode

B. Short Circuit Method for Calculation of n
In this method, it is assumed that the acoustic impedance
of medium is so small that it can be neglected. As a result, an
average membrane velocity, v(ω), is defined as in [3]. We find
the average force by multiplying v(ω) and Zm (w). Hence
F
n = K effective ,
VAC

(2)

A. 2 m-cMUT Array at fc =5.4 MHz
We have used 2 different sized cMUTs to create an m-array
at the center frequency 5.4 MHz. For comparison purposes
we selected a uniform cMUT with the same center frequency.
It was optimized for electrode size as well as the source
resistance to achieve the highest gain bandwidth product.
Figs. 4 and 5 display the results along with Table I. The
electrode coverage is displayed in Tables I and II in terms of
percentages with respect to radius. Only the regions between
the specified percentages are covered with the top electrode.
The phase is linear within 3-dB bandwidth.
B. 3 m-cMUT Array at fc = 8.8 MHz
1) Maximizing Gain Bandwidth Product in m-array: In
Figs. 6 and 7, Rs and number of m-array contents optimized
in terms of gain bandwidth product. The phase is adjusted to
be linear within 3-dB bandwidth to ensure practical use.
The number of m-cMUTs that can be used in an array is
limited as the phase linearity of a cMUT fails at the second
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Fig. 4. Gain plot of 2 element m-array and its components, tm =6 um, tg =0.6
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resonance frequency. Besides, in an m-array, the collapse
voltage of each cMUT should be the same to operate at the
highest sensitivity. This approach prevents the use of cMUTs
whose individual collapse voltages are too much far apart from
each other to be equalized by electrode patterning.
2) Maximizing Bandwidth in m-array at 8.8 MHz: In Fig. 8,
we observe that the optimization of the bandwidth and the
optimization of the gain bandwidth product of an m-array are
two different things with two different solutions. In Table II, it
is seen that we can not only enhance bandwidth in m-arrays,
but also enhance the gain bandwidth product. In this particular
example, seen in Fig. 8 and Table II, the fractional bandwidth
is enhanced by 58% and the gain bandwidth product by 9%.
The solution to these two cases, optimization of fractional
bandwidth and of fractional gain bandwidth product are different, and should be treated separately. If fractional bandwidth
maximization is the criteria, the resonance frequencies of
mixed cMUT cells should be separate enough to maximize
bandwidth and should be close enough to avoid decrease in
gain by more than 3-dB.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF 2- M C MUT ARRAY AND CONVENTIONAL ARRAY AT fc =5.4 MH Z

fc (MHz)

Gain

BW (MHz)

fracBW (%)

G×BW (MHz)

fracG×BW (%)

5.45
5.46

0.421

5.46

100

3.54

65.0

0.166

8.45

155

3.44

63.0

cMUT1 (a=85, tm = 6µm) %45 - %63 Electrode

2.98

0.374

4.15

139

2.54

85.2

cMUT2 (a=60, tm = 6µm) Full Electrode

7.12

0.392

6.49

91

4.06

57.0

cMUT Configuration (tg = 0.6µm)

Uniform: a=73.4, tm = 7µm %50 - %70 Electrode
57×cMUT1 40×cMUT2 : 2 m-cMUT array

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF 3 M - ARRAYS AND CONVENTIONAL ARRAY AT fc =8.8 MH Z

fc (MHz)

Gain

Uniform: a = 49, tm = 5µm %25 - %100 Electrode

8.88

0.360

6×cMUT1 - 9×cMUT2 - 3×cMUT3 : 3 m-cMUT array

8.88

0.234

cMUT1 (a = 49, tm = 6µm) Full Electrode

11.05

0.515

cMUT2 (a = 57, tm = 6µm) %0-%38 Electrode

7.66

0.628

cMUT3 (a = 70, tm = 6µm) %0-%22 Electrode

5.08

cMUT Configuration (ta = 0.6µm)

fracBW (%)

G×BW (MHz)

7.75

87.3

4.65

52.4

11.30

127.5

5.46

61.5

7.42

67.1

5.32

48.1

7.49

97.8

5.93

77.4

0.499

6.09

119.9

4.30

84.6

BW (MHz)

fracG×BW (%)

8.78

0.130

12.79

145.7

4.61

52.5

cMUT4 (a = 48, tm = 6µm) Full Electrode

11.73

0.406

7.08

60.4

4.51

38.5

cMUT5 (a = 54, tm = 6µm) %0-%42 Electrode

8.66

0.643

7.75

89.5

6.22

71.8

cMUT6 (a = 70, tm = 6µm) %0-%21 Electrode

5.18

0.449

6.03

116.4

4.04

78.8

5×cMUT4 - 6×cMUT5 - 10×cMUT6 : 3 m-cMUT array

IV. C ONCLUSION
We optimized the values of membrane thickness, tm , gap
width, tg , membrane radius, a, electrode radius and electrical
termination resistance, RS , to maximize the gain-bandwidth
product. We assured that the all cMUT cells have the same
collapse voltage regardless of membrane radius. A linear phase
within 3-dB bandwidth is also ensured. The results show that
by proper dimensioning of the m-cMUTs, m-array supplies a
higher fractional bandwidth than conventional cMUT arrays.
We demonstrated an increase of 55% and 58% at 5.4 MHz
and 8.8 MHz in fractional bandwidth.. Besides, m-arrays
can have a higher gain bandwidth product than conventional
cMUT arrays when the number ratios and types of different
cMUT cells and source resistance are properly adjusted. We
have reported an increase of 9% in fractional gain bandwidth
product at 8.8 MHz.
In future work, we will fabricate the m-arrays and compare
these theoretical results with experimental ones.
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